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	The Waite Group's C Primer Plus, 9781571691613 (1571691618), Sams Publishing, 1998
The Waite Group’s C Primer Plus, Third Edition presents the ANSI C standard beginning with a discussion of the fundamentals of C programming and then continues on to illustrate real-world C programming concepts and techniques. The Waite Group’s C Primer Plus, Third Edition, is jam-packed with hundreds of sample programs, challenging yet humorous examples, hints and quizzes. Get the latest information on migrating from C to C++ and find out what will change with the release of the new C ANSI/ISO standard. Learn the mechanics of C programming and how to create programs that are easy to read, debug and update using real-world, easy-to-follow examples.
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Designing SQL Server 2000 Databases for .Net EnterSyngress Publishing, 2001
As a consultant, the process of designing and developing technology-based solutions is
one that you get to know intimately, thanks to iteration. Having been involved in a dozen
or more projects in the past few years, I came to realize that a common component exists
at the center of every one of those solutions. That component is the...

		

Configuring Cisco AVVID: Architecture for Voice, Video, and Integrated DataSyngress Publishing, 2001
           AVVID (Architecture for Voice, Video, and Integrated Data) is a network architecture made up of hardware and software that transmits a company’s data such as e-mail, web traffic, file transfers, voice traffic, and video traffic over the same physical computer network. Imagine taking the three networks your...


		

Responsive Design: Patterns & PrinciplesBook Apart, 2015

	As responsive design evolves, we have a critical need to think about design challenges beyond mobile, tablet, and desktop. When properly designed and planned, design patterns-small, reusable modules-help your responsive layout reach more devices (and people) than ever before. Ethan Marcotte shows you just how that's done, focusing on...





	

The Topology of Chaos: Alice in Stretch and Squeezeland (German Edition)John Wiley & Sons, 2012

	The subject of this book is chaos as seen through the filter of topology. The origin of

	this book lies in the analysis of data generated by a dynamical system operating in

	a chaotic regime. Throughout this book we develop topological tools for analyzing

	chaotic data and then show how they are applied to experimental data sets.
...

		

Digital Satellite Communications (Mcgraw-Hill Communications Series)McGraw-Hill, 1990
An invaluable working tool for professional engineers in telecommunications, this volume describes and explains the latest methods in digital satellite communications, much of it unavailable in other books. Numerous problems and examples of practical systems also make thhe delay analysis of FDMA (Frequency Division) and TDMA (Time Division)...

		

CCNP Remote Access Study Guide Exam 640-505 (With CD-ROM)Sybex, 2000
With organizations diverging in ever-increasing numbers from the "big  central headquarters" organizational model and relying more on geographically  distributed work centers, wide area networking (WAN) experts now are in greater  demand than ever before. To prove that you're an expert in WAN connectivity, get your  Cisco Certified...
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